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Summary 

 For my final project I created a script for producing maps of zooplankton density in the 

Sacramento River. The maps use data that I collect through my job with California Trout and 

will be used for presentations and reports by the organization. The script joins csv data to a layer 

of sampling locations and formats a layout for each date that data was collected. I chose to export 

the maps as both PDFs and PNGs for various uses. 

 

Purpose 

 I work for California Trout, a non-profit organization that conducts research and 

management of freshwater fish and water resources in California. The project I work for seeks to 

understand the production of zooplankton, a key food item for salmon, in flooded rice fields on 

historic Sacramento River floodplain. We measure the density of zooplankton in flooded rice 

fields, in the canals that carry the drained water to the river, and in the river itself. We sample 

many locations on the river to understand how the zooplankton behaves in the river—how long it 

lasts, how far downstream it travels, and more. 

 We collect zooplankton samples at each of our sites in one day, usually once a week but 

sometimes more often. Once we process the data, the output is a spreadsheet with the density of 

various types of zooplankton at each of our sites for each date that data was collected. I wanted 

to come up with a way to display the density data so that it could be communicated to a broad, 

non-scientific audience. 

 The script I created uses the spreadsheets (.csv) and pre-made layers and maps in an 

ArcGIS Pro project to produce a map for each date showing the study area. The density data is 

represented by proportional symbols at each site. 

 

Geoprocessing Tasks 

 The main task in this script is the join (AddJoin_management), matching the correct 

density data to the sites layer on the corresponding map. Prior to that, the script adds background 

layers to the map and sets up a loop to find the matching csv file for each map. The script then 

joins the table to the sites layer and saves it as a feature class. Outside of the csv loop but within 

the map loop, the script adds the newly created feature class to the map and applies the correct 

symbology from a unique layer using “AddSymbologyFromLayer_management.” Next, the 

script updates the layout with correct date and pump discharge information as well as setting a 

standard extent. Lastly, the script exports the layout as a PDF and PNG and saves a copy of the 

project for debugging purposes. 

 

Issues 

 By far the biggest issue I encountered while writing this script was the symbology. Arcpy 

is very limited in its routines for editing symbology. Complex symbology types such as 

proportional symbols and charts can only be applied using the ApplySymbologyFromLayer 



routine. As a result, achieving the desired symbology for the output maps was a challenge. The 

most difficult part was ensuring that the input layer (the layer to be updated) and the symbology 

layer (the layer from which to draw symbology) must match in format and field names. I had a 

hard time keeping straight layers, feature layers, and layer files. This was further complicated by 

the fact that the various routines I used create outputs in different formats. 

 Another issue with the symbology was that each date contained a different range of 

values for the zooplankton density. Some dates had the smallest value about 1,000—for others it 

was close to 100. As a result, applying the same symbology to the layers for each date meant that 

some dates showed only the smallest possible symbol, as all the density values were close to 100. 

To ensure that the input and symbology layers matched, I saved the layer with the density 

data joined to it as a feature class. I then used this feature class to create a unique symbology 

layer for each date (and each map). Creating a unique symbology layer for each date ensured that 

the data range for each date was correct and the symbols would display relative to each other. It 

could be useful to have a common data range for comparison between dates, but the primary 

purpose of the map is to compare between sites. 

   

 


